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(R6) 16:15 PERTH, 3m 6f 121y 

Pentland Land Rover Perth Highland National Handicap Chase (Class 3) (5YO

plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 P1-2254 GOLD OPERA (IRE) 20 
b g Gold Well - Flute Opera

10 11 - 12v Craig Nichol
K Dalgleish

127

Jockey Colours: Royal blue and white (quartered), black and white striped sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Ended last season with decisive victory at Newcastle and creditable efforts
for new yard this season. Big effort in a better race than this at Aintree last time, so certainly
enters calculations.  (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

2 3P7-710 HARRY THE VIKING 62 
ch g Sir Harry Lewis - Viking Flame

14 11 - 9p Miss E Todd (5)
A M Thomson

124

Jockey Colours: Red, emerald green spots, red sleeves, white cap, emerald green spots
Timeform says: Showed a great attitude to land his second second Borders National at
Kelso in December but that was his day, and he failed to back it up in the Eider at Newcastle
2 months ago.  (Forecast 26.00)

Notes: 

3 22P3-2F TEDDY TEE (IRE) 43 
b g Mountain High - Knocksouna Lady

10 11 - 7 Sean Quinlan
N G Richards

122

Jockey Colours: Red, black and white striped sleeves, red cap, black diamond
Timeform says: Let down by jumping again (fell at water) at Hexham last time but, prior to
that, he'd run well when second on belated return at Ayr, so he's a player if he can get round
without mishap.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

4 7124P2 BLUE KASCADE (IRE) 15 C 
ch g Kaieteur - Lydia Blue

12 11 - 5 Rachel McDonald
(5)
A M Thomson

120

Jockey Colours: White and maroon check, maroon sleeves, white armlets, maroon cap
Timeform says: Patchy profile and lightly raced in recent seasons, but did win here around a
year ago and was back in form at Wetherby last time, so he's entitled to be thereabouts.

 (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

5 P/P3831 WESTSTREET (IRE) 43 
b g Westerner - Klipperstreet

9 11 - 4 L P Aspell
O Sherwood

119

Jockey Colours: Black and orange (quartered), orange sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Dual winning hurdler and better than ever over fences recently, rallying to
gain a narrow success at Hexham last time. That form isn't working out but can't be
dismissed in current mood.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

6 8-45F2U CAPARD KING (IRE) 34 BF 
b g Beneficial - Capard Lady

10 11 - 3 Henry Brooke
A M Thomson

118

Jockey Colours: RED, EMERALD GREEN spots, RED sleeves, PINK cap
Timeform says: Shaped encouragingly on first start for new yard when second in handicap
chase at Ayr (24.1f) in March and remains one to consider for all his jumping let him down
(unseated) at Kelso subsequently.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

7 3-4618P NAKADAM (FR) 54 
b g Nickname - Cadoudame

9 10 - 9tp R P McLernon
R Michael Smith

110
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Jockey Colours: Red, black star, red sleeves, black stars, red cap, black star
Timeform says: Gained reward for consistency when successful at Carlisle but had gone the
wrong way since and several others make more appeal.  (Forecast 26.00)

Notes: 

8 423972 MISFITS (IRE) 43 
b g Beneficial - Park Rose

8 10 - 6t Blair Campbell (5)
Miss Lucinda V
Russell

107

Jockey Colours: White, red seams, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap
Timeform says: Back to form and looked well treated when runner-up to Westreet at
Hexham last time, idling his chance away in the closing stages having looked in control. Hard
to know if he'll build on it, though.1  (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 

9 342122 ACHILL ROAD BOY (IRE) 61 BF 
b g Morozov - Presenting Katie

10 10 - 6b Sam Coltherd (3)
W Coltherd

107

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, red chevrons, royal blue sleeves, white spots, white cap, royal blue stars
Timeform says: Gained reward for a consistent spell when scoring in first-time blinkers at
Kelso, backed up by a couple of good efforts in second. Headgear re-applied following a
break and big run expected.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

10 311345 CALIVIGNY (IRE) 35 
b g Gold Well - Summer Holiday

10 10 - 6p Lucy Alexander
N W Alexander

107

Jockey Colours: White, black epaulets, striped sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Fair efforts twice since winning at Carlisle and Kelso in December but mark
clearly sums him up, only fifth in quite a competitive event at Newbury last time.
(Forecast 23.00)

Notes: 

11 3677P3 CARRIGDHOUN (IRE) 20 
gr g Goldmark - Pet Tomjammar

14 10 - 5v1t Dale Irving (3)
M A Barnes

106

Jockey Colours: Red, white cross of lorraine, red sleeves, royal blue armlets
Timeform says: Falling in the weights and back on track to some degree when third at
Newcastle last time, although there was a laboured element to it. Back up in trip and visor
could have positive effect.  (Forecast 19.00)

Notes: 

12 5-P1P41 LATE DATE (IRE) 36 C 
b g Oscar - Regents Ballerina

8 10 - 4 A P Cawley
Micky Hammond

105

Jockey Colours: White, red seams, red sleeves, white armlets, white cap
Timeform says: Enhanced an excellent Sedgefield when making all in a small field there last
month but this a whole lot tougher assignment away from that track in a hotter race.
(Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: ACHILL ROAD BOY has the most progressive profile in this race and, given his
recent break, he's presumably been lined up for a tilt at this prize, so he holds leading claims in a very
open Highland National. Gold Opera, who's fourth at Aintree last time is an excellent piece of form ,
makes appeal of the others, while Capard King is a danger on third start for Sandy Thomson.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: ACHILL ROAD BOY (9) 
2: GOLD OPERA (1) 
3: CAPARD KING (6)


